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OVERVIEW
As a thought leader in education and in line with
the goal of the Department of Basic Education
(DBE) – to ensure that 90% of learners pass
mathematics, science and languages with at least
50% by 2030 – Penreach developed the Penreach
Courageous Leadership Development Programme
(PCLDP).

The programme is a role model approach of
training, coaching and mentoring to boost the
delivery capacity of school leadership and
management teams. Penreach believes that by
investing in principals and school management
teams, one invests in the development of
capacities to implement systems that will result in
improved learner achievements.

The PCLDP is specifically designed to improve the
education system in the province of Mpumalanga,
and enhance learner performance outcomes. This
is done by providing a unique intervention for
school leadership and management teams for 24
primary schools in the Malelane and Khulangwane
Circuits of the Ehlanzeni District, giving more than
20 000 children a better start in life.

The PCLDP aims to develop principals as
instructional leaders, a term which points to
leadership of learning processes rather than
leadership of managerial processes. Instructional
leadership involves setting clear goals, managing
curriculum, monitoring lesson plans, allocating
resources and evaluating teachers regularly to
promote learner learning and growth. Quality of
instruction is the top priority for the instructional
principal who is committed to the core business of
teaching, learning and knowledge.

The following write-up captures some of the
experiences of the programme's principals. Here,
school leaders discuss what learnings they've
gained and how their leadership practices have
been affected by their participation in the PCLDP.
Read on!

NB: Due to the sensitive nature of the issues
discussed in this document, no names are
mentioned and all quotes are unattributed.

TRANSPARENCY

To meet the challenges of teaching in an
increasingly connected world, school leaders,
educators and community members could benefit
from building a culture of transparency and
connectivity, creating a culture of sharing around
the successes and struggles of teaching and

As a leader you have to consult
the people you are leading.

learning. Creating a transparent school starts with
a school’s leadership.

One principal affirmed the need for openness

—

explaining that "as a leader you have to consult
the people you are leading." All stakeholders must
be given the opportunity to offer input as this
ensures buy-in.

Another principal shared his difficulties in this area.
He explained that his school's financial budget was
once a matter of secrecy. Initially he had been
unwilling to invite his staff into the process of
determining and executing the school budget. This
he said led to mistrust and resentment amongst his
staff. Through the PCLDP he learned that he had to
model transparency to build a sense of trust in his
school. By sharing the school's budget with his staff

Now they know what is in
the budget so they know
where the money goes and
they see that I am not
mismanaging the finances.

he has developed a sense of shared purpose and
accountability with staff and the wider school
community.

SELF
REFLECTION
Principals in the PCLDP were offered an opportunity to participate in a self-reflection session. The PCLD
emphasises the importance of reflective leadership, and a number of principals shared their views on
reflective practice. They observed that self-reflection is key to helping school leaders examine their own
behaviour and discern where they may need to make changes to be better role models to their school
communities. One principal noted that self-reflection has helped him understand that school heads must
embrace a variety of leadership styles. Upon reflecting he noted that principals must be aware that they lead
people with different abilities, and one's leadership practice must be tailored to suit different personalities.

Another principal shared that in thinking about his behaviour he observed that he had difficulty confronting
his staff. Once he was made aware of this he worked to be more direct in his interactions. He expressed that
he is now able to talk openly about how staff behaviour may be impacting the system. He no longer fears
disagreements and is now more assertive in his role.

STAFF
MANAGEMENT
& TEACHER
DEVELOPMENT
The work of the PCLDP understands that the
principal’s role as instructional leader includes staff
management and attention to and support of
teachers’ professional development.
Several principals shared their experiences of
mentoring and coaching novice teachers in
instructional practice and performance.

One principal remarked that the programme has
given her the skills to effectively coach
underperforming teachers. She has now showed
her teachers how to do item analysis as a means to
measure learner ability as well as their own
performance. The same principal also observed that
learners in her school needed mentoring too and she
has worked to equip her teachers to do this.

Another principal discussed how his participation in
the programme has given him a new awareness of his
staffs' dynamics. He has been able to identify
divisions among staff and is working to reduce this.
He offered an example of how he is doing this: "I
organised a staff braai recently, and I identified the
leaders of 'cliques' and tasked them with the
responsibility of purchasing food for the braai. These
individuals were forced to communicate with each
other while performing this task. It has been positive
in improving their relationships."

I identified the
leaders of 'cliques'...
these individuals
were [encouraged]
to communicate
with each other... it
has been positive in
improving their
relationships.

21ST CENTURY
SKILLS

In order to prepare learners for their future, teachers
must have the support and leadership of principals
who understand 21st century skills. The Penreach
educational leadership model sets out the qualities,
knowledge and skills that principals, deputy
principals and HoDs need to lead their schools in
the 21st century. One way this has been done is
through training school management teams in the use
of SA-SAMS (a computer application, specifically
designed to meet all administration, management and
governance needs of South African schools).

Through the programme
we’ve been given the
opportunity to develop.
Financial management has
become much more
efficient... now we have
much greater control.

School leaders expressed their frustration with their
lack of training in this area before joining the
programme. Principals have found this training
invaluable, explaining that "through
the programme we’ve been given the opportunity to
develop. Financial management has become much
more efficient. We are now budgeting correctly. In the

—

past budgets did not follow expenditure. Now we
have much greater control. You are alerted when the
budget is exhausted so now you cannot overspend."

The PCLDP has also developed principals in the use of
Data Driven Dashboards (DDD). Some school leaders
shared the impact of this training in their schools:
"We’ve now drawn up an instrument to cover all

In the past we relied only
on the DBE to develop
staff. Now we know that
the school can actually do
this too.

activities at our school. We analyse data from the
dashboard at the end of every month and address
progress plans. We also have a monitoring plan now to
check if teachers are catching up where they have
fallen behind. In the past we relied only on the DBE to
develop staff. Now we know that the school can

—

actually do this too."

One school leader shared how he's using the DDD
to detect issues of learner underperformance as it
relates to teacher absenteeism, while another
expressed how the DDD has helped him to understand
subject performance. He explained: "We have new
insights into the quality of performances. Most
learners are passing at level 3 and not 6 or 7. The data
from the dashboards is key to start looking at the
quality of passes and not only the quantity."

We have new insights into
the quality of
performances...the data
from the dashboards is key
to start looking at the
quality of passes and not
only the quantity.

KEY
LEARNINGS
In closing, principals briefly shared some of the most valuable learnings they have gained from
their involvement in the PCLDP:

Improved teacher development
Improved mentoring and coaching skills
Learned how to use the curriculum tracker
Developed effective financial management skills
Developed an understanding of the importance of self-reflection in one's leadership practice important to review everything one is doing as a leader to became aware of where one might improve
Learned the importance of forming a network with neighbouring schools to support one another
Developed greater transparency and honesty by including the wider school community in running of
one's school
Learned to lead by example - a school leader's own attitude to punctuality must be modelled to their
staff
Improved direction and planning skills
Learned how to use DDD and SA-SAMs effectively to improve monitoring of learner outcomes
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